
TALK MOVES



BENEFITS OF STUDENTS TALK
• Helps individual students clarify and share their own 

thoughts.

• Helps students orient to the thinking of others.

• Helps students deepen their own reasoning.

• Helps students engage with the reasoning of others.



WHAT ARE TALK MOVES?
“Talk moves are simple conversational actions that have 
the potential to make discussions productive.”

The 5 talk moves are:

REVOICING

REPEATING

REASONING

ADDING ON

WAIT TIME



ACTIVITY
The new submarine subs at Subway are so huge that you 
need them cut into equal pieces. Even then nobody can 
eat a whole one. Each person below gets their sub cut into 
their preferred number of equal pieces.

How could it be that Kat ate the most sandwich and 
Daniel ate the least?



REVOICING
Revoicing is restating a previous speakers statement and 
asking if it is correct.

“So you’re saying…. Is that right?”

This is a talk move that can be used when a student’s 
contribution is unclear. 

This talk move is to help students clarify their thinking and 
improve their understanding.



REPEATING
This talk move is for the students to repeat what someone 

else has said.

“Lauren, can you please repeat what Masina just said?”

This makes it clear that it is a discussion among the whole 
class not just a conversation between the teacher and one 
student. 



REASONING
This talk move enables students to analyse the 

other students’ statement.

“Do you agree with Masina’s suggestion? Why 
do you think that?”

In order to support the statement or convince 
otherwise the student must have evidence.

"Can you prove it?"



ADDING ON

Adding on is a simple method of bringing out contributions 
from other students.

“Does anyone have more to add to that?”

"...I have something to add on to Lauren's idea."

This talk move enables students to carefully consider their 
ideas, to think about what they understand, and to put it 
into their own words.



WAIT TIME
Teacher wait time.

This is not a talk move but a 
reminder to provide plenty of 
wait time.

What deliberate acts are you 
going to use to ensure there is 
enough wait time?



VIDEO



RESOURCES
Readings

Posters

nrich website

E-ako PD 360 – Talk moves section

Youcubed – Week of inspirational math


